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Il 2020 sta giungendo a termine. Anno che ci ha 

visti confrontanti con un virus che ha messo a dura 

prova tutti i settori, quello sociale, economico, poli- 

tico comportando anche conseguenze fiscali che 

prontamente sono state trattate nelle singole edi- 

zioni. Anche nell’ultima dell’anno vi sono degli 

approfondimenti legati al virus: Francesca Amad- 

deo tratta la residenza fiscale in Italia ai tempi di 

Covid-19 considerando le direttive emanate in pri- 

mavera dall’OCSE e la presunta implementazione 

effettuata dallo Stato italiano. In seguito troviamo 

l’articolo di Mario Jametti e Edoardo Sierca che 

espongono una panoramica della concorrenza 

fiscale svizzera concludendo con alcuni aspetti di 

politica economica ed il contributo di Simone Leo- 

nardi che illustra il ruolo dell’onere fiscale dei 

Cantoni nella concorrenza fiscale internazionale in 

seguito all’abolizione degli statuti fiscali privilegiati. 

Diego Zucal illustra invece i reati tributari tra i pre- 

supposti della responsabilità amministrativa degli 

enti. Si continua con un articolo di Alberto Crosti e 

Stefano Vignoli che analizza, dal profilo del diritto 

tributario italiano, la doppia tassazione degli utili 

prodotti da associazioni professionali estere. Il con- 

tributo di Antonio De Francesco si occupa invece 

del transfer pricing ai tempi del Covid-19. Sconfi- 

nando verso la Cina troviamo l’articolo Patrick 

Heimann e Roger Bischof sulla nuova legge cinese 

per gli investimenti esteri. Matteo Colafrancesco 

analizza IVA e dazi doganali in questo momento 

storico di restrizioni globali. L’articolo di Matteo 

Brunone e Daniel Mitric espone la revisione del 

diritto delle società anonime tra i nuovi obblighi e 

più flessibilità. Conclude l’anno 2020, Giuseppe 

Lerose con l’articolo che tratta il valore locativo di 

un immobile messo in vendita. 

Buona lettura! 
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An effort to reform Chinese investment regime in favor of foreign investors

China’s new Foreign Investment Law

I. Introduction

Since the beginning of 2020, China and the rest of the world 

have been facing what is probably considered the biggest 

social and business challenge for decades. As a result of the 

COVID-19 virus outbreak, governments around the globe 

have been busy trying to contain the pandemic and imple-

menting a wide range of economic and social measures in 

an attempt to reduce repercussions on businesses and public 

health. However, apart from that, the commencement of the 

new year also brought some good news for companies look-

ing to invest in China. In an effort to restore foreign investor 

confidence, China passed a new Foreign Investment Law (FIL) 

which came into force on January 1, 2020.

The FIL reshapes the legal framework governing (i) access, 

(ii) promotion, (iii) protection and (iv) management of foreign 

investment in mainland China aiming for an upgrade of its 

image as an international business hub. 

With this article the authors intend to provide an overview of 

the new Chinese Foreign Investment Law by putting it into 

global context and by analyzing its most relevant provisions.

II. The Law

China’s first attempt to reform its foreign investment regime 

dates back to January 2015, when the draft bill was circulated 

for public consultation under a Chinese name slightly different 

from the final version of the FIL – 《中华人民共和国外国投资法（
草案征求意见稿）》(“Draft 2015”). Following a substantial over-

haul of the latter, on March 15, 2019, the National People’s 

Congress, China’s main legislative body, promulgated a new 

Law on Foreign Investment of the People’s Republic of China 

(“FIL”,《中华人民共和国外商 投资法》), which together with the 

corresponding Regulation on the Implementation of the 
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Since the early ‘80s, when China started to open up its doors 

to international trade under the leadership of Deng Xiaoping, 

foreign investors have been facing obstacles with respects to 

business establishment and investment treatment. Recently, 

in an effort to restore foreign investors’ confidence by pro-

viding equal privileges to all countries trading with China and 

reaffirm its administrative integrity, China has passed a new 

Foreign Investment Law (FIL), which came into force on 1st 

of January 2020. The FIL, which has been positively welcomed 

by the global public opinion, aims at addressing investors’ 

concerns such as (i) forced technology transfers; (ii) protection 

of intellectual property rights and (iii) equal competition and 

fair market access. While the new law is encouraging, foreign 

investors are well advised to take a close look at the major 

changes, benefits and obligations that the new Law brings in 

the Chinese corporate landscape and consider which concrete 

steps are necessary in order to take advantage of upcoming 

investment opportunities in China. This article provides an 

overview of the FIL by placing it into current global context 

and by examining its most salient clauses and related conse-

quences for investors.
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competitiveness published by the World Economic Forum 

(“The Global Competitiveness Report 2019”), China surpris-

ingly ranks 28th, unchanged from the previous edition and 

right after Malaysia. The Global Competitiveness Index anal-

yses 141 economies and measures national competitiveness 

and ease of doing business defined as the set of (i) institu-

tional, (ii) political and (iii) economic factors. 

Pursuant to the report, China’s strengths obviously include 

the size of its domestic market, Information Communication 

Technology (ICT) adoption, infrastructure development and 

innovation capability. However, the report also highlights how 

the country’s innovation ecosystem could definitively benefit 

from a more efficient, open and fairer domestic market that 

would foster competition and guarantee better allocation of 

resources.

Interestingly, according to the same report, the weakest 

area for China is “Institutions”, which is the pillar rating (i) 

the efficiency of laws and regulations, (ii) the efficiency of 

the legal framework in settling disputes, (iii) property rights, 

(iv) intellectual property protection and (v) conflict of inter-

est regulation. Therefore, the report implies that the great 

technology adoption rate in China and the ability to foster 

innovation (China is indeed exceeding 25 OECD countries on 

the ICT Adoption pillar) may not be enough to assure a bright 

future for the country.

This information supports the hypothesis that the foreign 

investment regime in China is now more than ever in need of 

a substantial revision. Announced between 1979 and 1990, a 

period in which China was just about to open up towards the 

Western world under the leadership of Deng Xiaoping, the 

existing investment rules need to be aligned with a new and 

modern business landscape.

During 2018 and 2019, China was also facing severe inter-

national criticism in relation to the treatment of foreign 

direct investments and the alleged relatively slow opening of 

the domestic market to foreign investors. While the United 

States voiced the most criticism, other governments and 

corporate leaders from Asia and the European Union have 

also expressed similar concerns regarding the absence of a 

true level playing field regarding investments. As a result, the 

United States initiated a trade war to counter China’s alleged 

unfair trade and investment practices through a drastic tariff 

increase on China imported goods.

In light of these events, manufacturers received a further 

push to adjust their supply chain by considering to move 

production to other growing economies in the Southern 

Asian hemisphere given the availability of cheaper labor 

force and growing purchase power of a fast-developing 

middle class. ASEAN countries (Vietnam, Cambodia, the 

Philippines) started to slowly gain attractiveness to the eyes 

of international investors who started to seriously consider a 

supply chain shift of labor-intensive operations (garment and 

footwear production in the first position) from China to other 

countries in the region.

Foreign Investment Law of the People’s Republic of China 

(“FIL ROI”, 《中华人民共和国外商投资法实施条例》), entered into 

force on January 1, 2020.

The FIL now constitutes the only unified guidance document 

for regulating foreign investment into China. It replaced the 

three laws that so far have dealt with investments of foreign 

companies in China: (i) the Law on Wholly foreign-owned 

enterprises (“WFOE Law”, 《中华人民共和国外资企业法》), (ii) 

the Law on Sino-foreign Equity Joint ventures (“EJV Law”, 《
中华人民共和国中外合资经营企业法》) and (iii) the Law on Sino-

foreign Cooperative Joint Ventures (“CJV Law”, 《中华人民共
和国中外合作经营企业法》). These three PRC texts governing 

foreign-invested enterprises (“FIEs”) (“FIE Laws”) which were 

passed between the early eighties and late nineties of the last 

century have been revoked with the recent entry into force of 

the FIL.

The FIL consists of only 42 articles (Draft 2015: 170 articles) 

and is divided into the following six chapters: (i) general prin-

ciples, (ii) investment promotion, (iii) investment protection, 

(iv) investment management, (v) legal responsibility and (vi) 

final provisions. Generally, the new rules are characterized by 

the recurrence of relatively broad and vague language.

The FIL sets out the general principles for promoting foreign 

investment in China by improving protection for the benefit 

of foreign investors and addressing concerns about unbal-

anced market access, weak safeguard of intellectual property 

and forced technology transfers. In addition, foreign-invested 

companies are now governed by the Chinese Company 

Law and/or Partnership Enterprise Law. In other words, the 

previous distinction between FIEs and domestically owned 

companies has been abolished. Hence, the common legal 

form of the WFOE does no longer exist. Instead, all Chinese 

companies, no matter if foreign-owned or domestical-

ly-owned, are now subject to identical regulatory regime. 

III. 2018/2019: The global context prior and after Law 

approval

According to the World Investment Report 2019 issued by 

the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 

(UNCTAD), in 2018 mainland China was the second largest 

recipient of FDI after the US, attracting $139 billion, which 

represents a 4% increase in comparison to the previous year 

(i.e. $134 billion in year 2017).

During year 2018, China continued to absorb increasing 

investment flows from Asian economies such as Hong Kong 

SAR, South Korea and Singapore. Inflows from other devel-

oped Western economies also rose significantly, mostly due 

to the increase in the number of M&A megadeals. For exam-

ple, German company BMW invested an additional $4 billion 

in its Chinese joint venture in October 2018 while UK com-

pany Diageo acquired a majority stake in Sichuan Swellfun, a 

Chinese spirit brand for $9 billion.

However, despite the positive numbers reported in terms of 

FDI Inflows, according to another study focusing on global 
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Article 2 (4) FIL serves as a catch-all provision which will need 

to be further clarified by future additional implementation 

regulations. The same is true for the definition of indirect 

investments[1] and investments in new projects[2].

Art. 44 FIL ROI clarifies that investments into China by investors 

from Hong Kong, Macau or Taiwan will be subject to the new 

law and thus are treated as foreign investors and investments.

However, at this point it remains unclear whether Variable 

Interest Entities (VIE) will still be allowed going forward. 

While this open issue might be addressed by the promulga-

tion of future implementation rules, neither the FIL nor the 

FIL ROI do explicitly allow or forbid them. VIE structures are 

contractual arrangements used by foreign investors to invest 

in restricted sectors and they are also widely adopted by 

Chinese domestic companies to obtain an offshore listing or 

raise finance in the capital markets outside China. The 2015 

draft prohibited the use of such structure which were deemed 

as circumventions of the foreign investment restrictions. 

Hence, foreign investors should stay up to date and carefully 

monitor the development in this area.

B. National pre-investment treatment and Negative List 

(Art. 4, 9, 15, 16, 28, 30 FIL)

The National treatment regime and negative list articles 

state that in regard to market access, foreign investment 

will be regulated in the same way as investment by Chinese 

investors. In other words, the law refers to the principle that 

foreign investors are granted access to the market on terms 

no less favorable than those granted to domestic investors.

However, only foreign investments in sectors not included in 

the so-called Negative List are granted equal treatment by 

the Chinese government. The negative list specifies those 

sectors that are fully or partly closed to foreign investment.

The mechanism of the “Negative List” was tested in 2013 

within the Shanghai Free Trade Area and was then extended 

nationwide in 2018. The FIL is the first bill in which the con-

cept of a Negative List is anchored in the form of a law. In 

June 2020, the State Council released an updated version of 

China’s Negative List for foreign investment. The number of 

items on the list, which sets restrictions or completely bans 

foreign investors from certain industries, has been steadily 

decreased over the last few years.

In industries which are not prohibited or restricted accord-

ing to the negative list (so called non-regulated industries), 

international investors are not subject to prior approval form 

Chinese authorities.

[1] For example, what happens with an investment made by a foreign entity 

whose ultimate controlling shareholder is a Chinese entity or individual or how 

shall the scenario be treated where the ultimate controlling shareholder is a 

foreign investor but the investing entity is a Chinese company.

[2] The term could include investments that foreign investors carry out 

through contractual arrangement such as natural resource exploration and 

exploitation concession agreement, infrastructure construction etc.

Only on January 15th 2020, after more than two years of 

rising tension, U.S. President Donald Trump and China’s 

Vice Premier Liu He signed in Washington DC the so called 

“US-China Phase One Trade Deal” aimed at mitigating fric-

tions between the two superpowers.

Against this background, it seems plausible why China needed 

a law to demonstrate a concrete commitment towards the 

creation of a more transparent legal and corporate frame-

work which protects the rights of foreign investors. Chinese 

policymakers came to the conclusion that the country was 

in need of a much more welcoming investment climate to 

remain competitive on a global scale.

IV. Content analysis

Foreign companies already operating in China or investors 

intending to enter the Chinese market are well advised to 

closely review the new bill and understand how it may affect 

their projects and initiatives.

In the following paragraph, the key clauses of the new law 

will be outlined and analyzed. In summary, the identified 

highlights of the FIL are the following:

A. Extended Scope of foreign investment;

B. National pre-investment treatment and negative list;

C. IP protection and Prevention of compulsory technology 

transfers;

D. Governmental commitment;

E. Free remittance of profits and liquidation proceeds abroad;

F. Complaint mechanism;

G. Information reporting and national security review;

H. More flexible corporate governance based on PRC 

Company Law.

A. Extended Scope of foreign investment (Art. 2 FIL)

In Article 2 of the FIL, foreign investment is defined as “any 

direct or indirect investment activity carried out by natural persons, 

enterprises or other foreign organizations in China”. Specifically, 

Article 2 FIL defines four different circumstances that are 

considered as investment under the new regulatory regime:

1) a foreign investor establishes a foreign-invested enterprise 

within the territory of China, alone or together with any 

other investor (so called “Greenfield investments”);

2) a foreign investor acquires stock shares, stock equity, 

property shares or other similar rights and interests in 

mainland Chinese enterprises (“M&A”);

3) a foreign investor invests in any new project within the 

territory of China, either alone or together with other 

investors (“New Projects”);

4) a foreign investor invests in any other way provided for by 

law, administrative regulations or provisions of the Chinese 

State Council (“Other ways”).

However, it is to be noted that investments in the banking 

and insurance sector will continue to be regulated by sepa-

rate laws (see Art. 41 FIL).
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F. Complaint mechanism (Art. 26 FIL)

According to Art. 26 FIL, if a foreign-invested enterprise or 

any of its investors deems that the practices of an administra-

tive organ or functionary thereof infringe its legitimate rights 

and interests, it may apply for the remedy of such infringe-

ment through a complaint mechanism. In such a case, the 

foreign-invested enterprise or its investor may also apply for 

the so-called “administrative review” or file for administrative 

litigation.

The said provision adds a new method for foreign-invested 

enterprises to safeguard their rights and interests in China. 

The details of the operation of the complaint mechanism are 

contained in Art. 32-30 FIL ROI.

G. Information reporting (Art. 34 FIL) and national security 

review (Art. 35 FIL)

The Chinese government is directed to establish a foreign 

investment information reporting system. Foreign investors 

or FIEs shall submit investment information to the Ministry 

of Commerce (MOFCOM) through the enterprise registration 

system and the enterprise credit information disclosure sys-

tem.

In addition, the FIL establishes a foreign investment security 

review system to review foreign investments which impact 

or may impact China’s national security. Unfortunately, the 

FIL ROI does not elaborate on how this sensitive matter will 

be handled; questions as to which types of investments and 

investors will need to undergo such specific review and what 

the exact procedures remain unanswered for the time being 

and will need to be determined by government practice.

H. More flexible corporate governance based on PRC 

Company Law (Art. 31 FIL)

The new regime generally provides for more flexibility regard-

ing the company corporate governance.

Furthermore, a crucial point to understand is that the FIL has 

significant impacts not only on future foreign invested enter-

prises in all industries but also on existing ones. In fact, Art. 

42 of the law provides for a 5-year transitional period during 

which all existing FIEs must be restructured in accordance 

with the new law. According to FIL ROI, FIEs which fail to 

restructure until January 1st, 2025, will be provided with a 

further 6-months grace period to implement the necessary 

changes. If they are unable to restructure even after the 

grace period, the enterprise registration authority (State 

Administration for Market Regulation, SAMR) will not pro-

cess their other registration matters and may announce the 

relevant circumstance in the enterprise information publicity 

system. It can be anticipated that the Chinese authorities 

will publish further guidelines regarding the conduct of these 

modifications and the sanctions in the case of their absence.

Moreover, a big step forward is the fact that the highest 

authority of EJVs will now be the shareholders’ meeting 

and no longer the board of directors. Another important 

point is the voting mechanism for major issues. Previously, 

Art. 9 FIL ROI stipulates that the governments at all levels and 

their relevant departments shall treat equally and not dis-

criminate against FIEs in the development, implementation of 

policies and measures for the development of enterprises and 

the examination of applications under such policies.

C. IP protection and prevention of compulsory technology 

transfers (Art. 22 FIL)

The FIL also addresses major foreign concerns with respect 

to intellectual property protection, access to government 

procurement and the principle of no expropriation without 

compensation. The bill explicitly bans forced transfers of 

technology or disclosures of trade secrets. Art. 25 FIL ROI 

also prohibits disguised forms of forced technology transfer 

during registration, recordation, administrative licensing or 

other administrative acts. Such transfers, if any, must be vol-

untarily negotiated between the parties on an arm’s length 

basis. Government officials involved in forced transfers can be 

made criminally liable. Therefore, the new law should prevent 

government officials from using administrative measures to 

force technology transfers. Acts of infringement of intellec-

tual property rights will be severely prosecuted in accordance 

with the law. Art. 24 FIL ROI provides for the establishment of 

a punitive compensation system for IP rights infringements, 

developing a fast-track coordinated protection mechanism 

for IP rights and improving dispute resolution mechanisms.

However, the definition, circumstances and legal con-

sequences of a “forced technology transfer”, which is a 

particularly sensitive issue for a number of foreign investors, 

will need to be further clarified in practice.

D. Governmental commitment (Art. 24, 25 FIL)

According to Art. 25 FIL, local People’s governments at all 

levels shall adhere to policy commitments lawfully made 

towards foreign investors and shall perform all contracts 

concluded according to PRC law. If any policy commitment 

or contract needs to be changed for the sake of national or 

public interests, such change shall be implemented by the 

competent authority having the statutory power to do so in 

accordance with the procedures stipulated by PRC law. The 

concerned foreign investor or foreign-invested enterprise 

shall be compensated for losses incurred by such change 

according to PRC law.

E. Free remittance of profits and liquidation proceeds abroad 

(Art. 21 FIL)

Art. 21 FIL foresees that foreign investors may freely remit 

RMB or any other foreign currency into or out of China, e.g. 

capital contributions, profits, capital gains, income from a 

sale of assets, intellectual property royalties, lawfully acquired 

compensation, indemnity or liquidation income sourced 

within the territory of China in accordance with PRC law. The 

freedom of foreign exchange is new for China aimed at mak-

ing international capital flows more efficient. The concrete 

implementation of such free foreign exchange also remains 

to be seen.
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all JV parties, to transform the JV contract into a Shareholders’ 

Agreement as well as to register these changes with the MSA 

should definitely not be underestimated.

The concerned EJVs need to plan the implementation of the 

required amendments as soon as possible to secure their 

operations in China in the long term. By following the sugges-

tions, the principles explained in this article and further advice 

from legal advisors, the necessary transformation of EJVs not 

only bears challenges and risks but also holds opportunities 

for foreign investors to protect their investments in China.

The number of companies established in China has increased 

tremendously in the past couple of years. With the imple-

mentation of the new FIL, which is a welcome step forward in 

China’s political agenda to reform and open up to the Western 

world, the Chinese economy will most likely recover speedily 

from the pandemic and boost further in the years to come.

a unanimous vote of the EJV’s board was required. Under 

the new law, the amendment of the articles of association 

(AOA), an increase or decrease of registered capital, merger 

and dissolution are no longer matters subject to unanimous 

resolutions of the board of directors but rather an affirmative 

vote of shareholders representing no less than 2/3 of the total 

voting power participating in a Shareholders’ meeting. 

Another significant change is related to the distribution 

of profits. Previously, the distribution within EJVs had to be 

based on the registered capital. Now the profits distributed 

shall be in proportion to its paid-in capital contribution, unless 

otherwise agreed by all shareholders.

As a consequence, existing FIEs should – with the help of 

legal advisors – urgently review their key documents such as 

shareholder agreement, JV contract, AOA, technology license 

agreement, and corporate governance structure and consider 

which parts need to be revised in order to conform with the 

applicable new FIL and the company law.

V. Concluding remarks

The new FIL combines and integrates previous legislation 

into one unified law which addresses topics such as equal 

treatment, market access, corporate governance as well as 

protection of intellectual property rights.

Even though many provisions stipulated in the law are for-

mulated as broad general principles which will need to be 

further detailed in practice, subject to the recovery of the 

global economy post COVID-19, the authors expect the FIL 

to generally have a positive impact on existing and future 

foreign investments into China.

This can be expected especially for Swiss investments in China 

given the longstanding favorable political and economic rela-

tionship between Switzerland and China. During 2020 the 

two countries celebrate indeed 70 years of diplomatic rela-

tions. The free trade agreement (FTA) between Switzerland 

and China which entered into force on July 1, 2014, was 

the first of its kind that China concluded with a continental 

European state. In April 2019, Swiss President Mr. Ueli Maurer 

and Chinese President Mr. Xi Jingping signed a Memorandum 

of Understanding (MoU) aimed at increasing co-operation 

between the countries involved in projects under China’s Belt 

and Road Initiative (BRI), hence generating an even stronger 

economic tie between the two countries.

Swiss investors who are not yet in China are advised to first 

familiarize themselves with the unrestricted trade sectors 

according to the latest Negative List. The new provisions are 

indeed of particular importance for Swiss investors who wish 

to acquire shares in Chinese companies in the future.

On the other hand, EJVs established before January 1, 2020 

must make a series of important adjustments in their company 

organization within a relatively short five-year transitional 

period. The time and costs required to restructure the com-

pany, to amend the AoA, to renegotiate the JV contract with 
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